
PubCon Finalizes Las Vegas 2010 Conference Sessions 
 
Pubcon, the premier new media and optimization conference, has finalized its 
conference sessions that will take place on November 8 – 11, 2010, at the Las Vegas 
Convention Center. 
 
Brett Tabke, PubCon’s organizer said, “Join thousands of other attendees passionate 
about technology this November and come to the largest PubCon in our decade-plus 
history, learning how the future of new media and optimization is unfolding. We’re 
offering an astounding eight daily conferences-within-a-conference featuring a total 
of more than 112 unique sessions presented by some 222 of the world's top speakers, 
plus what are bound to go down as some of the most fascinating keynote addresses of 
the year.” 
 
“PubCon’s line-up of inspiring Web marketing, new media and optimization speakers 
will present hundreds of unique and informative sessions in sub-conferences focusing 
on social media marketing, search marketing, search engine optimization, affiliate 
issues, webmaster issues, plus our in-depth expert spotlight sessions, invaluable live 
interactive site reviews and insightful sponsored sessions.”  
 
“Add PubCon's ambitious and unrivaled parties, networking events and tweet-ups, our 
exciting exhibit hall, hot networking lunches and innovative speed-networking events, 
in addition to our sold-out PubCon Masters Group training program, and you'll see 
that PubCon Las Vegas 2010 offers a conference week of events unrivalled in the 
industry.” 
 
“Our PubCon Classic kickoff event, link exchange tweet-ups, cocktail hour tweet-ups, 
and an all-new and certain to be epic PubCon PubCrawl, the official PubCon wrap-up 
party, are all on tap at PubCon Las Vegas 2010.” 
 
“See keynotes by New York Times technology columnist David Pogue, Copyblogger 
founder Brian Clark, FutureWorks  principal and self-described "digital sociologist" 
Brian Solis, New Marketing Labs president Chris Brogan, social media firm 
UnMarketing president Scott Stratten, and Sevans Strategy founder Sarah Evans, 
along with even more keynote excitement by a very special keynote speaker who will 
be announced soon.” 
 
“PubCon will also give you the opportunity to watch leaders from Google, Microsoft's 
Bing and other top industry corporations discuss the future of search engines and 
webmaster issues in a new PubCon super session featuring Google head of Web spam 
Matt Cutts and others.” Brett Tabke concluded. 
 
PubCon Las Vegas 2010 full session information and registration is available at 
www.pubcon.com 
 
About PubCon  
PubCon is a multi-track educational conference hosted by WebmasterWorld. PubCon 
events are for thought leaders and professionals Internet marketing, social media, 
search marketing and advertising to gather and to share best practices in the design, 
development, promotion and marketing of their Internet businesses and brands.  



 
For more information about the conference, contact Brett Tabke at 512-231-8107 or 
brett at webmasterworld.com.  
 
In the U.K., contact Neil Marshall at 512-231-8107 ext 106 or engine at 
webmasterworld.com.  
 
For more details about sponsorship and exhibition opportunities, contact Strategic 
Marketing Director Joseph Morin at 512-231-8107 ext 104 or joe at  
webmasterworld.com. 


